The modern era of research on language evolution: Moving forward Comment on "Towards a computational comparative neuroprimatology: Framing the language-ready brain" Twenty-five years ago, Pinker and Bloom [1] helped reinvigorate research on language evolution by arguing that language "shows signs of complex design for the communication of propositional structures, and the only explanation for the origin of organs with complex design is the process of natural selection." Since then, empirical research has tested the assertions of (cross-cultural) universality, (cross-species) uniqueness, and (cross-domain) specificity underpinning this argument from design. Appearances aside, points of consensus have emerged. The existence of a core computational and neural substrate unique to language and/or humans is still debated, but it is widely agreed that: 1) human language performance overlaps with behaviors in other domains and species, and 2) such general, pre-existing capacities provided the context for language-specific evolution (e.g. [2] ).
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This progress has not occurred in isolation. Evolutionary theory has also undergone a renovation in the past 25 years, leading to calls for a new, "extended" evolutionary synthesis [3] . Recognition of processes such as reciprocal causation (organisms as active agents in evolution), inclusive inheritance (more than just genes), and developmental bias (including phenotypic accommodation) is rendering it increasingly untenable to speak of natural selection as the only (i.e. both necessary and sufficient) explanation for complex "design." Recent decades have also seen a shift in our understanding of human prehistory, which is no longer consistent with either a sudden, recent appearance of "modern" behavior or a naively progressive gradualism. Rather, key elements of the human adaptation emerged in a piecemeal fashion over millions of years [4] with putative markers of behavioral modernity appearing and disappearing in a context-dependent way over at least the past 200,000 years [5] .
In this new reality, where context is key, past is prologue, and diverse evolutionary processes are recognized, historical detail becomes paramount. Arbib's [6] Mirror System Hypothesis (MSH) currently provides one of the most explicit and detailed sequential accounts of language evolution. Moving forward, the neurobiological richness of the MSH could be complemented with a broader (cf. anthropological) evidential framework. One example is the MSH account of the transition from complex imitation to protospeech via pantomime and protosign. Perhaps because the utility of language seems so obvious to us, evolutionary scenarios do not always thoroughly develop the proposed selective benefits of such antecedent behaviors. The MSH is laudably specific in linking early, imitative, stages of language evolution to benefits for the social transmission of praxic skills. This argument could be elaborated and extended to later stages.
Humans are a paradoxically successful species who combine slow and costly development with the shortest interbirth intervals and highest total fertility of any ape. This is achieved through a cooperative reproductive strategy based on sharing and surplus production [7] , with roots that may date back to the origins of genus Homo [4] . Surplus production is achieved by skill-intensive foraging strategies enabled by efficient social learning and the cultural accumulation of knowledge [8] . The outlines of this uniquely human adaptive strategy suggest a "technological pedagogy" hypothesis for the transition from complex imitation to intentional communication [9] .
Skill learning is distinguished from complex imitation more generally by its additional demands for individual practice. Skill learning ascends a "spiral" of alternating social and individual learning [10] that, in modern humans, is supported by a scaffold of culturally structured knowledge, values, practices, environments, and relationships, including explicit coaching using language. A key argument of the MSH is that the establishment of "open semantics" in the manual modality (i.e. protosign) was required to generate the adaptive pressure favoring enhanced vocal control and protospeech. An alternative hypothesis is that an evolving technological niche would have been sufficient to favor the emergence of human multimodal communication, for example to exploit complementary strengths of vocal and manual modalities [11] , and that the subsequent development of open semantics occurring in this integrated system. Experimental studies of skill learning in archaeologically-visible behaviors have the potential to shed further light on these alternatives [12] .
